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All parties, who are related to this treaty, have agreed to collectively assess, if this ownership is sold.

This is the treaty that we made and signed as a substitute if the whole ownership receipt, which was issued by UBS is lost.

Then, in this collective agreement between names written in this treaty on November 14th, 1963, in Geneva, each of us signed it:

Geneva, November 14th, 1963

Agreed:

[Signatures]

John F. Kennedy

Soekarno

William Vouker
COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT  
"GREEN HILTON MEMORIAL BUILDING GENEVA"

We, with the signatories below and our personal data as follows:
1. Mr. Soekarno  
2. Mr. Siti Sultan HB IX  
3. Mr. Soewarno  
4. Mr. Choesul Fathollah  

(The representatives of Indonesian nations and people)

1. Mr. John F. Kennedy  
2. Mr. Hudges Scoot  
3. Mr. Robert Hughes  
4. Mr. Anthony Brian  

(The representatives of US nations and people)

1. Mr. William Vosker  
2. Mr. Russel TS.  
3. Mr. Delol Alcomy  
4. Mr. Hansen Grub  

(The representatives of Swiss Financial Banking Institutions)

1. Mr. Brond Termah  
2. Mr. Martin van Gough  

(The representatives of Law and Lawyer Body)

We are related to this treaty to collectively:
1. Support, keep and assist all parties to make transaction. The guarantee is bar gold saving, market SUISSESES, made in Suisse, adapted to the existing certificate (has been published).
2. That the whole guarantee is kept in Swiss since the receipt and certificates were issued.
3. That the guarantee is also supported and completed by several documents as follows:
   - Receipt
   - Shipment application
   - Bill of lading
   - Master key
   - Master document
   - Guarantee metal per certificate
   - Official issued blank of name changing

Also, the letter of attorney has been published by Mr. Soekarno for the following persons:
1. Soekarno, whose code is Satya Dharma
2. Chairul Fattahilah, whose code is Siring Pati
3. Sarimah, whose code is Lady of Roesi
   - The president as a proof of relation to US concerning this ownership.

In this paper, we know that this asset guarantee ownership, based on the certificates issued by UBS (Union Bank of Switzerland), is private ownership.

Furthermore, we agree that, if a political chaos takes place, resulting in lost ownership receipt that has been issued by UBS (Union Bank of Switzerland), then we approve this Treaty Receipt for a bulletin as legal substitute.

In this case, the concerned bank can then not break it. And, if it is necessary to change ownership name of the ownership receipt, then this legal treaty, the ownership is illegal and improper according to the current law.

We, who signed this treaty, agree to name
Witnessed by:

1. Mr. Sri Sultan HB IX
2. Mr. Soekarno
3. Mr. Chaerul Fatollah
4. Mrs. Sarinah
5. Mr. Hudge Scoot
6. Mr. Robert Hughes
7. Mr. Anthony Brian
8. Mr. Russel TS
9. Mr. Debol Alcony
10. Mr. Hansen Grob
11. Mr. Brond Ternath
12. Mr. Martin van Gough

Copies/Files are for:

1. Mr. Soekarno, Indonesia
2. Mr. John F. Kennedy, USA
3. Mr. William Venker, Swiss
4. Mr. Brond Ternath
5. UBS
6. File

[Seals of the United States of America and Switzerland]
“GREEN HILTON MEMORIAL BUILDING GENEVA”

All parties, who are related to this treaty, have agreed to collectively assist, if this ownership is sold.

This is the treaty that we made and signed as a substitute if the whole ownership receipt, which was issued by UBS is lost.

Then, in this collective agreement between names written in this treaty on 14th November, 1963, in Geneva: each of us signed it.

Geneva, November 14th, 1963

Agreed:

[Signatures and seals]

United States of America

The President

Soekarno

Switzerland

[Stamp with cross and initials]
STATEMENT

It is agreed understood that there is the ownership on good, precious metal with legal receipt and consistency with current law. Therefore each of us agrees to protect and understand the ownership stored in Union Bank of Switzerland. All of them are saved in a code and the present receipt is equivalent with shipping an ownership receipts of Union Bank of Switzerland according to the present receipt, personal ownership, and I have agreed persons who could represent the ownership.

1. Mr. Soerwono
2. Mrs. Satriani
3. Mr. Chaelul Fahsiah

Because in this certificate, there in the mentioned names also their signs are in the certificate.

And parties participating in controlling and protecting this ownership:

1. Mr. John F. Kennedy
2. Mr. William Vosker
3. Mr. Hadjan Scott

While the bank-related parties are as follows:

1. Mr. Hanslo Cnoob
2. Mr. Dennis Biale
3. Mr. Russell P.S.
4. Mr. Delfin Alost

All of them agreeing and understanding and responsible for the following certificates:

1. Ownership on name of Soerwono
2. Ownership on name of Satriani
3. Ownership on name of Chaelul Fahsiah

The sign receipt of all ownership which they save in Union Bank of Switzerland.

Switzerland, November 30, 1961

[Signatures]

William Vosker

[Seals]
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[Signatures and seals]